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BIORE
Noble & Elegant

Noble & Elegant
Biore сollection embodies laconism, simplicity and allconsuming peace. The warm coziness of the classic
interior creates a relaxing atmosphere in which the
whole assembly of elements is imbued with peace,
tranquility and harmony.

The storage system in the over-the-toilet storage
cabinet impresses with its capacity, accuracy and the
ability to save usable bathroom space. A pair of
pendant lights is considered to bring creativity into the
design of the bathroom and to become an accent
element of your interior.
A neat model of acrylic bath does not make the space
more burdensome, but creates a truly modern trend of
the last decade, as well as a harmonious and
balanced appearance of the entire room. Hydro & air
massage systems perform the full body massage with
the help of water jets under pressure. Creating the
effect of roiling water this type of massage is suitable
for effective impact on the back, thighs, buttocks
region and on feet.
The collection is complemented by a model of squat
toilet with a horizontal outflow and stylish wall
mounted ceramics that allows you to choose a
solution for any space.

the German plastic cascade aerators Neoperl ensure
a reliable guarantee of quality and long operation life
of the products.

The perfect geometry of the Biore collection mixers,
their equipment with Hungarian Kerox cartridges and
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SQUAT TOILET
Simple forms, functionality and maximum convenience

SUPPLY

Flowing lines and curves represent the natural grace that will fill any room with a kind of
aura of frankness and sophistication. Guarantee of perfect hygiene, comfortable design
of the high-quality seat, easy cleaning and flushing efficiency make it the model for Your
comfort!
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Vendor code

: 33040010

Size

: 665 х 360 х 820 mm

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: toilet seat 33040090; bidet 33040050

Standard supply package includes: WC bowl with horizontal outflow; the tank with
seamless cast body, glazed inner surface and bottom water supply; drain fittings with
the dual-mode discharge from the company Geberit; quick-release duroplast seat with
slowly lowered lid and chrome metal hinges; fixing set for floor mounting.
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ACRYLIC BATH
Optimal and aesthetic space consumption

The classic rectangular shape of the Biore bath with smooth lines and soft curves makes
the model universal for any room size and interior. The product meets not only the high
requirements for functionality, but also creates an atmosphere of pleasant warmth and
coziness in the bathroom for maximum comfort.

Vendor code

: 3501007P

Size

: 1700 x 700 x 440 mm

Warranty

: 20 years

SUPPLY

Standard supply package includes: acrylic bath, soft silicone headrest.
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WALL-HUNG CABINET
Central element of bathroom interior

SUPPLY

You’ll be surprised by its functionality and practicability, aesthetic decoration, original
design and unique color composition. Elegant counter top made from genuine marble will
definitely add spice to the interior.
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Vendor code

: 12050030

Size

: 1750 х 450 х 570 mm

Warranty

: 5 years

Suitable for

: basin 12050040; mirror 12050050

Standard supply package includes: wall-hung cabinet; set of chromed metal fittings;
gold-plated handles (6 pcs); fixing set to mount the cabinet on the wall.
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BASIN FAUCET
Home luxury

Exceptional comfort in a bathroom is achieved due to sound design of the basin faucet
with both classic and fine perfect shape. In combination with Biore wall-hung cabinet and
basin, it creates truly magic and comfortable atmosphere.

Vendor code

: 12050080

Warranty

: 10 years

Suitable for

: basin 12050040

SUPPLY

Standard supply package includes: basin faucet; connection kit; fixing set.
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OUR CREDO
Uniqueness and variety delight the eye

G
Thomas Werner

Fabio Zanetti

Catherine Hofmann

Michael Keisset

Design & Innovations
Our designers seek inspiration in nature, art, traveling and embody their
innovative ideas in bathroom collections where perfection of shape and
functionality has always been and remains as the standard of LAVINIA BOHO
design. It is significant for us to come up with brand new ideas and keep up with
the times, still preserving our best traditions and identity.

Since the first day of foundation LAVINIA BOHO industrial group has laid special
emphasis on innovative solutions and has regularly invested in unique
technologies to develop our products exceeding all Customers’ expectations. Due
to invaluable vast experience of product development, we implement trend-perfect
and unique technologies in products for bathroom toilet.
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